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Computed prophecies: in 2050 the chthonic gifts of fka 

Mother Earth will not be used anymore; in 2050 totally 

out of man’s control AI has singularity/gains self-insight.

Consequently:  

in 2050 the (post)modern/western paradigm amortizes.

Its raison d'être—man (animal 'with special properties’) 

POLIS is transcended. End of story. Literally. Silenced by 

SATELLITIC ERA and its godlike manlike post-creation AI. 

COLD FRAME copies the nomadic means and capricious 

methods of SATELLITIC ERA (anisotropy, hyperlinks, QR, 

constant uncertainty etc.: agile popping up). Mirroring 

numeric SATELLITIC ERA its rhizomatic-metabletic quest 

gropes beyond {change|ability} for man-made insights. 

Random things x thoughts knowledge (de_sign as ‘as if’ 

inverse deep learning) raises insights as: SATELLITIC ERA 

high technology takes a medieval turn; meanwhile its 

lingua franca—English, de_genderizes native languages.

 metabletic-rhizomatic quest on man’s {change|ability} 
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Section 1:                                       introduction

Welcome. COLD FRAME is a metabletic-rhizomatic 

quest for {change|ability} of—cosmological, insights 

under SATELLITIC ERA. Familiar as ‘information era’ 

it concerns all the different worlds on planet earth. 

Therefore is COLD FRAME limited worldview, viz. to 

(post)modern/western world, and within, to Europe 

fka West/Occident. Locally cosmological paradigms 

changed from (medieval) geocentrism to (modern) 

heliocentrism, now transcended by SATELLITIC ERA. 

Meaning, the worldwide spread modern paradigm

—humanism (as it’s consequences like democracy 

etc.), are subsumed by e.g. artificial intelligence/AI 

insight: insight independent of/inaccessible to man.
ii    

COLD FRAME is an de_sign experiment. Like today’s 

IT  architecture  develops  AI  by  converting/turning 

the information of mortal brain into numbers, COLD 

FRAME tries the inverse: ‘deep learning’ from IT. Its 

quest is re_searching for {change|ability} of mortal 

man insights hidden in a-mortal figures (internet). 

De_Sign  papilionem (Latin  for  tent)  COLD FRAME 

intertwines ‘normal’ (post)modern/western thing x 

thought  to  ‘abnormal’  SATELLITIC  ERA  events. 

Given  those  are  not  linear/constrained/confined 

but anisotropic)—thus not 'normal'  POLIS science. 

Thus COLD FRAME’s methodology is like a Go-play 

that underlies a Q x picking flowers along insights. 

However, its drive/undertone is the {change|ability} 

of high education in past 50 years—from Bildung (ⴕ 

1988) to a caravanserai for superfluous PhD-results. 

Hypothesis: the more IT & AI are sublimed the more 

mortal’s insight is a deficiency—not selling. Under 

g£obali$ation fka universities profitably switch fka 

education for OIKOS lease. They nor society not in 

n€€d of PhD specialisms, displaced nomads eagerly 

search shelter to let their knowledge rest: T/HERE.

1

COLD FRAME singularity: what happened (in 2022)?

1 Traditional  modern/western  printing  press  uses 

movable type for cover to cover embedded texts; 

shadow-less  blue/virtual/3rd SATELLITIC  ERA  light 

offers arbitrary volatility: text & hyper-text conflict 

(here the QR at the front page is it’s in between).

2 The quest wonders x wanders within paradigms 

of (post)modern/western Europe.  There are more 

worldviews on the spherical  surface of  the earth. 

So, COLD FRAME is an open invitation to others to 

comment on SATELLITIC ERA subsuming their local.

3 Its an inclusive text. Architecture, urbanism, art, 

continental philosophy are referred to by hyperlink. 

4 Anisotropic agility, inclusiveness, touching fka safe 

horizons, a vertigo may occur to a reader. If so, its a 

true mimesis of ubiquitous SATELLITIC ERA effects.

5 The lingua franca of SATELLITIC ERA, English, isn’t 

inclusive—based on nature’s binary {female|male}. 

Google translating English into gendered languages, 

looses ‘the female’. To illustrate its ‘male only’—IT, 

‘man’ (used for human, people, men, woman) is ‘it’. 

6 Punctuation is Dutch—like Dutch gets anglicized.

1       2016, https://youtu.be/5enZT94MUt4; works GVH

https://www.vficinothinxs.com/about
https://youtu.be/5enZT94MUt4


Section 2            situated_ness

  1 2

For the first  a   NFT object  3   is  for sale Dutch 8 o'clock 

news reports today4. The PODDED #Instagrammed who 

minted it by Tether—eons ago (2 sun’s before TV news 

informs on ‘abnormal’● OIKOS● progress) owns a costly 

COLD FRAME. Deo volente● its virtual greenhouse will 

harden its delicate bitcoins. Be_cause, in the warfare● 

of erratic/capricious/volatile/additive economics, those 

are to bloom lovely £ov€l¥ flouri$hing figure$. 
c

Grand. Since NFT is a lump of intangible numbers, you, 

proud owner—{born|not born} in Unix time, surpassed 

‘normal’●  contemporaries  (brothers● who re-present 

by showing off material).  So,  [our] {change|ability} of 

insight disrupts. Not only by metaversum, but because 

the humus specie  s   gets lost in—and esp. to, space●.
c

Under SATELLITIC ERA and its a-mortal a-historic etc. AI, 

long time ‘normal’ specie is to say morituri te salutant. 

            

1      Rabbit-Duck illusion; Naomi (2013)     

2     2012, De_Sign papilionem PARALLAX, Masterclass Dakar Senegal;
works GVH: https://youtu.be/yHkmGI0rJAI  (1 of 4)

3 NFT, the current currency minted in Tether or improved Ether● 
is a virtual coin of coined ‘Ethereum’. It’s ‘abnormal’ because it 
is incommensurable with (medieval) coin, (17th century printed) 
money to  trade●  on a physical  market,  and,  its  incompatible 
with ‘normal’ plastic debit card.

4 Virilio  :  ‘to_day’ relates to the 1st light (the sun), while the 2nd 

light  is  modernity’s  electricity;  under  SATELLITIC  ERA mortals 
lives also by a 3rd light, a no-shadow digital blue virtual light.

In  1962   Kuhn   coined the  notions  ‘normal  progress’, 

‘abnormal progress’ and their relation, paradigm shift5. 

Such radical shift, in German  Gestaltschwitz, occurred 

in 16th century’s Occident  /  West  /Europe   after the Polish 

Copernicus was “turning astronomy upside down”6 and 

Europe experienced an ‘abnormal progress’ in science. 

Under  thousands of world turning satellites, all &  our 

globe face disrupting paradigm shift or {change|ability}.
c

Ubiquitous SATELLITIC ERA● subsumes all worlds living 

on Mother Earth/terra/globus terrestra●/planet earth● 

so at least European (post)modern/western● paradigm 

that emerged out of above mentioned paradigm shift—

geocentrism turned over by heliocentrism: missionary 

spreading itself around the world now has competition.
c

Nowadays astronomic paradigm shift is prophesied in 

2050 AD/in 1 generation. Is the species participating in 

SATELLITIC ERA transformation horizon●? Probably. For, 

other than heliocentrism, the SATELLITIC ERA glides in. 

After Copernicus (1543) mathematically turned in then 

normal  geocentrism● for  now normal heliocentrism●, 

alongside run religious-political problems and rejection. 

But SATELLITIC ERA● (literally a change in point of view) 

comes in without the slightest resistance. It sneaks in, 

installs itself. Via addictive comforting. And language: IT 

architecture● is embedding its ‘abnormal’ numerals in 

‘normal’ language (e.g.: the word ‘intelligent’ hosts the 

concept ‘smart’, but a smart meter  /device   does not; or: 

its English calmly denatures all beings to a male form). 

5 Kuhn (2012)  
6 Kobe (1988)  

https://www.smartenergygb.org/about-smart-meters#:~:text=WHAT%20IS%20A%20SMART%20METER,a%20gas%20and%20electricity%20meter.&text=Smart%20meters%20measure%20how%20much,a%20handy%20in-home%20display.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heliocentrism
http://copernicus.torun.pl/en/revolution/reception/5/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geocentric_model#:~:text=In%20astronomy%2C%20the%20geocentric%20model,with%20Earth%20at%20the%20center.&text=Second%2C%20Earth%20seems%20to%20be,solid%2C%20stable%2C%20and%20stationary.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3750478
https://stanfordreview.org/humanities/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/postmodernism/
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globe_terrestre
https://dewesoft.com/daq/every-satellite-orbiting-earth-and-who-owns-them
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/dokumen.pub_medieval-europe-a-short-history-11th-edition-0073385506-9780073385501.pdf
https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/pdf/10.1119/1.18844
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miko%C5%82aj_Kopernik
https://www.britannica.com/event/Middle-Ages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Early_world_maps
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/On_the_Paradox_of_Gestalt_Switches_Wittgensteins_.pdf
https://mail.uomustansiriyah.edu.iq/media/lectures/10/10_2019_02_17!07_45_06_PM.pdf
https://www.etymonline.com/word/paradigm
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/coin
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-revolutions/#SomAltConSciRev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ave_Imperator,_morituri_te_salutant
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3750478
https://www.gvsu.edu/cms4/asset/843249C9-B1E5-BD47-A25EDBC68363B726/grandrapidspress_2017-sep_14_from_the_earth_-_humus_humanity_humility.pdf
https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix_time
https://www.fujitsu.com/be/microsite/blockchain/numbers-about-blockchain/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noli_me_tangere
https://etherrock.com/
https://www.rhs.org.uk/prevention-protection/hardening-off-tender-plants
https://www.backyardboss.net/cold-frame-vs-greenhouse/
https://beincrypto.com/tether-mints-three-billion-usdt-past-two-weeks/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio
https://yh.io/nft-collection/lennon-connection-the-nft-collection/25
https://youtu.be/yHkmGI0rJAI
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/On_the_Paradox_of_Gestalt_Switches_Wittgensteins_%20(1).pdf


This text COLD FRAME extends Kuhn’s ‘paradigm shift’ 

to anisotropic●  metabletica, and, rhizomes/root hairs. 

Groping for man’s {change|ability} of insight its content 

is a quest for  accident-s● prophesied next generation. 

Relating  mortal  singularity to  a-mortal  AI-singularity, 

the  latter  conducts  the  procedure,  viz.  inverse  deep 

learning  via  only  IT’s  searching  machinery.  It  serves: 

1_progressing the previous learned (by life, books, trips 

&  travel,  studies,  man etc.);  2_trying  to  include ‘the 

strange & the strange’ elsewhere t/here by hyperlinks; 

3_previewing insight ‘totally out of man’s control’/AI. 

Device approach is  new;  metabletics is  familiar  since 

century by books of  Van de Berg who researched on 

variability of man’s psyche, on ‘creative/active reason’● 

rooted in experiences7●, on heterogeneity8/nomadism9 

of a mind. Receptivity10 for ‘the strange x the stranger’ 

is due to his intelligible tourism. Once it transited into 

historical phenomenology, it resulted in Metabletica  11  .
c          

His work came on the world in 1956, at the time it was 

a premature spatial turn12●. It dis-covered that ‘change’ 

is  not  an  enclosed  entity but  simultaneously  infects 

almost everything at about a same period. [Current IT 

anisotropic  ally  ● broadens  ‘openness for x by change’]. 
c

Not by  accident● Van  de  Berg  coined  ‘changeability’ 

with  a  Greek  word  whose  content  for  millennia  was 

rejected by onto-theological western POLIS philosophy: 

for Plato● {change|ability}/metabletica is reality’s non-

purity; philosophy reaches for the pure (with Aristotle● 

the essential beyond●). When science (1905) disrupted 

e.g. ‘a beyond’/ether, SATELLITIC ERA got space to rise.

7 GVH,  enchanted  by  high  civilization  beyond  poor  Senegalese 
society (1997-2012) problematized western’ roots; XENOS 2.018 

8     About 6 million international students, 66 million expatriates,  
100 million refugees do—X million Ukrainians do also? 
9 As a foreign student at a time when 2% of [Dutch] population of 

which  2%  women,  enjoyed  university.  By  now  it  is  +_20%; 
international students cover up a business model of universities 

10 XENOS 2.018, Quest on the principle of receptivity in western   
thinking and acting, Van Helden (2018) ISBN   9789463676137     

11 Zwart (2014)  
12 http://toolingup.stanford.edu/?page_id=1139  

Plato searched beyond the ever changing for the pure: 

for unchangeable everlasting ideas and forms●—which 

normal mortals badly copy in & as reality’s falsehood. In 

turn  Aristotle● who refuted most of Plato’s reflection 

(by doing so he installed {idealism|realism} dichotomy), 

designed order beyond mortals & organisms: species

Within radical POLIS-OIKOS● dichotomy Aristotle called 

the highest specie a political animal plus a social animal

—for it speaks●13. He subjected the {change|ability} of 

this animal to his  ethics, and, consistency14 of species. 

Beside non-sensible logic, Aristotle, apostle of science, 

left us an ideal spherical cosmology15. 
c

This geocentric construct● implied causality, a ‘nothing 

comes from nothing’ clause that urged elimination of a 

void/vacuum/emptiness. The question how variability/ 

motion exists (for him up to the Empyreum, the place 

of gods and god-likes) remained. So he introduced the 

new/1st element● ‘ether’ that served a non-emptiness 

of  celestial  spheres.  The  concept  held  from  the  4th 

century BCE, till Einstein● refuted such substance. 

Notwithstanding  Einstein:  ‘ether’  lives  on  as  native 

cryptocurrency of Ethereum●16. ETH is a virtual artifact 

of numeric SATELLITIC ERA (which itself lives by void●). 

SATELLITIC ERA exists by numerics and high technology 

far from visibility/sensible modern/western/mechanical 

era.  Silently●, invisible, intangible (and ‘legal interest’) 

entering all time & space and body & mind it ‘comes in 

peace●’. Itself an electromagnetic numerical metabletic 

is a mortal’s metabletic-rhizomatic quest thus complex. 

Welcome in this COLD FRAME, hardening up insights. 

13 Aristotle, Politica
14 Van Helden (2018)  
15 Sloterdijk (1998-2004)  
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empyrean   

https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/natural-language-processing
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http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/nicomachaen.html
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https://www.dbnl.org/tekst/berg097meta01_01/berg097meta01_01_0014.php
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264350455_The_year_1953_Metabletical_contemplations_on_the_advent_of_metabletics
https://www.mijnbestseller.nl/site/?r=userwebsite/bookdetails&id=153486
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                     1957, Sputnik_1, 1st corona crisis   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

    

1                    De_Sign papilionem CORONACRISES, Filosofisch Magazine, Utrecht, NL; works GVH: www.vficinothinxs.com/coronacrises 
2                    350 BCE, Aristotle, De Caelo (On the Heavens), scheme of the division of spheres (1519)           empyrean (fiery) heaven, dwelling of 

God and of all the  elected  · 10 Tenth heaven, first cause/Decimum coelum primu mobile  ·   9 Ninth heaven, crystalline · 8 Eighth heaven of the 
firmament ·  7 Heaven of Saturn ·   6 Jupiter ·   5 Mars ·   4 Sun · 3   Venus ·   2 Mercury ·   1 Moon              0   sub lunar/terra/earth         [bold GVH]

3 150, Ptolemy, Algamest,
4 600-625, Isidor  e   of Seville  , Etymologiae, Mappa Mundi, T-O kaart (1472) > 2018 GVH, XENOS 2.018, section 4 
5 1245, Gautier/Gossuin de Metz, Imago Mundi, Thought experiment: dropping stones in holes cut through the center of the earth
6 Ibidem, “A man can walk the earth as a fly goes round an apple”
7 1795  , Kant, Zum ewigen Frieden (Perpetual Peace): “...by virtue of their common possession of the surface of the earth, where (because it is a 

·finite· sphere) they can’t spread out for ever, and so must eventually tolerate each other’s presence”(transl. Bennett 2010; bold GVH)

http://www.vficinothinxs.com/coronacrises
https://nos.nl/artikel/2196153-60-jaar-na-spoetnik-tijd-voor-een-nieuwe-space-race
https://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/kant1795_1.pdf
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/46873/46873-h/46873-h.htm
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/kant/
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/50922/50922-h/50922-h.htm
https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/L%E2%80%99Image_du_monde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gautier_de_Metz
https://www.vficinothinxs.com/xenos-2-018
https://www.wikiwand.com/nl/T-O_kaart
https://www.wikiwand.com/nl/Mappa_mundi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etymologiae
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isidoro_de_Sevilla
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isidoro_de_Sevilla
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isidoro_de_Sevilla
https://ia903101.us.archive.org/19/items/PtolemysAlmagestPtolemyClaudiusToomerG.5114_201810/Ptolemy's%20Almagest%20-%20Ptolemy%2C%20Claudius%20%26%20Toomer%2C%20G._5114.pdf
https://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2010/2010.12.05/#:~:text=Aristotle's%20De%20caelo%20comprises%20four,locomotion%20of%20the%20terrestrial%20elements.&text=And%20the%20essay%20by%20Lennox,and%20other%20works%20of%20Aristotle.
https://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2010/2010.12.05/#:~:text=Aristotle's%20De%20caelo%20comprises%20four,locomotion%20of%20the%20terrestrial%20elements.&text=And%20the%20essay%20by%20Lennox,and%20other%20works%20of%20Aristotle.
https://talebooks.com/ebooks/314.pdf
http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/heavens.mb.txt


Section 3                                                    arché tektonikos

One of the things 'normal'● architect  s   have to do is to 

materialize what at the same time includes & excludes. 
c

SATELLITIC  ERA  disproves  what  has  been  considered 

common sense worldwide viz. to fence/hedge common 

ground/the built—vs local climate and ‘the strange & 

the stranger’●. Numeric SATELLITIC ERA surpasses such 

POLIS constructs totally. Its ‘abnormal’● IT architects sit 

down in our life & the living, lead our way/curiositas●, 

haunt  our  ear_eye●_time_wallet_space●_horizon●. 

Climate independent its IT architecture de_materializes 

materials without destructing them. It’s world turning. 
c

Thus, ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ both relate at the same 

time to the word ‘architecture’? Or, does ‘architecture’ 

imply both, and if, therefore is a Platonic impurity●, or, 

an Aristotelian● contradiction (which is a death sin● in 

western logic●), or, neither and both as in Asian logic1?
c

The word ‘architecture’ came as a Latin word into the 

world of the West/Occident (only Europe● at the time). 

The Latin of the ancient Roman, not of  Europe’s 15  th   

16  th   century   as  fashionable  lingua franca,  like English 

now. The word like its  reference the  Roman building 

techniques got lost, was found and is used since Italian 

Renaissance● and ‘architecture’ blossomed as essential 

of the ‘abnormal’●—like internet is a today’s paradigm 

of ubiquitous SATELLITIC ERA. Then days ‘architecture’ 

is like a COLD FRAME (Sec.6) hardening up ‘humanism’. 

Humanism blossomed as  modern/western worldview. 

Both now are subsumed by and housed in ‘abnormal’● 

IT architecture which, under numeric SATELLITIC ERA, 

isn’t creating● ‘normal’ fungible● material. What about 

an essence of ‘architecture’ or ‘architect’ in paradigms? 
c

Similar  to  Renaissance copying  ‘architecture’  I’ll  copy 

the ‘abnormal’: randomly/anisotropic● linking within IT 

domain—‘as if’●an inverse of AI’s deep learning ability. 

1 Reference to the Buddhist catuskoti (in Latin tetralemma).

2

The Latin word ‘architecture’  is  a composite.  Its  root 

breaks down into ‘archi/master/who commands/to be 

a first’ and ‘tekton/builder/mason’. IT’s internet learns: 

“Architectus carried  the  same● meaning● in  ancient 

Roman times, as is  evidenced by the oldest surviving 

writings  of  the  profession  authored  by  Vitruvius (25 

BCE). The word architect was re-discovered along with 

Vitruvius’s texts in 1415 in Italy” ... “In the Middle Ages, 

the word largely fell out of use and was replaced with 

others such as ‘master mason’”3...  “After Vitruvius the 

term  architect fades  into  history,  overshadowed  by 

religious or political figures”4. I’ll come back on that. 
c

Google mostly refers to ‘architect’  as a  person, i.e.  a 

man● “who designs buildings and, in many cases, also 

supervises  their  construction”;  “the  boss  who  sends 

the masons”; “a person who’s responsible for inventing 

or  realizing  a  particular  idea  or  project”.  Fortunately 

prime mover and  “literally  begetter”  pop up—t/here 

where5 IT architecture is included: “...software packages 

were architected with Ethernet● access in mind”. 

On the surface an IT link linking the Latin to the Greek 

‘arché tektonikos’ is, but its rare. Given book & Bildung 

knowledge—mind-stored in pre-SATELLITIC ERA, I don’t 

re-find via IT what the past knew [which is informative]

2 De_Sign  papilionem KAUKASISCHE  KREIDEKREIS,  3D  printed 
Dutch pavilion, Garikula, Georgië; works GVH x image Shape lab

3 https://www.nedesignbuild.com/meaning-of-architect/  
4 https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/  

The_architectural_profession 
5 https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/architect   
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A quest for linked ‘archè’ and ‘tektonikos’, can’t pass by 

the Greek concept-ion of the built: ‘hypostasis’. As for 

the lot  that  was  built  before ‘man resurrected’● the 

word ‘architect’—and vice versa●, in the Renaissance 

(of ancient Greece): the built served & housed eternity. 

In each culture worldwide, archè tektonikos interlinked 

nature’s mortality● to its specific deified otherworldly; 

firmament, gods, mortals, habitus were interdependent

—a totality modern/western paradigm ‘humanism’ split 

when creating a split individual (displacing fka ‘mortal’). 
d

Greek ‘hypostasis’ as all of the built ‘eternity’ is—and at 

the same time is not, fungible for those blessed with 

holiday  time  and  sensible  tourism.  Since  mid-20th 

century  we  consume the  ruinous  remains  for  a  day. 

Once back home with a load of pictures of bricked-in 

eternity, a ‘normal’ architect—gradually blossomed to a 

blue light  one,  continues  working  out  building  plans. 

The  main  lab  is  to  materialized  confines  of  what  (in 

Dutch society) will be paid off by a 30-year mortgage.
c

In relation to all the ancient cultures on the spherical 

surface of the earth, the  Greek architecture is young. 

Nonetheless it is as similar determined by the gods and 

nature. Homer’s gods (leaving their excluded habitus) 

travel with mortals who are godlike● (e.g. Odysseus) to 

lead them with their disguised wisdom. Fate is a fabric 

woven by the Moira—at the time a female Trinity●, and 

decided the fate of the mortals as well as of the gods. 

Earthly live elected women6 to interconnect with gods 

while man talked man on the market (in Greek  agora) 

—solely  man.  The  Greek  temple  was  not  open  for 

neither commoner/mortal/public7, but its ‘content’—a 

statue of a god sometimes appearing for mortal’s eye. 

6 XENOS 2.018, quest on the receptivity of western thoughts and   
things, ISBN 9789463676137, Van Helden (2018)

7 Compare Greek divinity & architecture with e.g. French  Gothic 
cathedral: open access, no stairs, place for a community/Christ. 

The statue itself It stands on a stylobate, the holy area 

for exclusively male servers and was to be reached by a 

3-step stair. Its ‘risen earth’ superstructure—tektonikos, 

didn’t touch ‘normal’ Mother Earth, mother of all gods. 

The scenery of ‘de-materialization’ is called hypostasis  8  ; 

its semantic9 embedded both ‘arché’ (leading principle) 

plus ‘tektonikos  ’   (from Greek word technè10: to make). 

Roman Vitruvius expressed ‘tektonikos’ as ‘the essential 

beyond’●, after Roman paradigm: ideal  com-position: 

The Vitruvian man layers the ideal upon man & nature.
c

At the heart of   that Vitruvian man to be  , lay a (Roman) 

idea of universal with objective significance: numerical 

regularities and crypto ‘proporzione' in the structure of 

the universe that should guide buildings (Tzonis, 1991) . 

 a

Under numeric SATELLITIC ERA ‘the essential beyond’ is 

hysteresis (Sec.6) combined fascination for machination 

_Abrahamic given Hebrew myth of Solomon’s throne● 

_Greek (artificial  tektonikos:  Hero installed  a  hidden 

hydraulic installation to let goddess Athena ‘shine’ e.g.; 

a concept-ion called in Latin ‘Deus ex machina’)

8 In western philosophy coined by Egyptian Plotinus, 3rd century 
AD, ‘founder’ of Neoplatonism•.

9 Tectonics  (art)  -  Wikipedia,  the  free  encyclopedia  :  “In  the 
academic  tradition,  the  opposition  between  the  concepts  of 
constructiveness  and tectonicity  was formulated by  Freart  de 
Chambrayin Parallel of Ancient and Modern Architecture (1650): 
‘to be strong’ and ‘to look strong’. This difference is necessary to 
understand the ‘aesthetic nature of order’, and, consequently, 
the differences between the concepts of constructiveness and 
tectonicity. The word ‘tectonics’ as a scientific term was used in 
the middle of the 19th century by archaeologist  Boetticher. A 
related  term:  architectonicity (Greek  for  main  structure)  is  a 
clearly perceived integrity and regularity of the connection of 
parts with the whole. Unlike simple tectonicity, architectonics 
has  not  only  a  formal,  but  also  a  semantic  meaning. 
Architectonics is designed to express the subordination of the 
main and the secondary, that is, the compositional meaning of 
the form. Bandman (1950): Architecture in its essence is not an 
improved  design  but  a  reproduction  of  tectonics.  The 
consequence is  sublimation of the technical  and the material 
components,  the  transformation of  a  real  form into  an  ideal 
formation.  The  formal  motif  loses  its  meaning  which  it  had 
being  originally  associated  with  the  material  and acquires  an 
ideal content. This is what Winckelmann meant, speaking of the 
vestment  with  which  dead  material  is  covered:  form  is  a 
spiritual cover thrown over matter. That symbolic meaning shifts 
the interpretation of forms into the realm of art."

10 According the  Heidegger, ‘technè’ is a control principle largely 
expanded  over  all  domains  over  modern/western  society/ 
footnote 4
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Under SATELLITIC ERA its Turing Machine is interpreted 

as a  secularized  Deus  Ex Machina.  Commentating on 

Koestler (1967), Rotman (1993) writes e.g. ‘The Essay in 

Corporeal  Semiotics: Ad  Infinitum…The  Ghost  in 

Turing's Machine, Taking God Out of Mathematics and 

Putting the Body Back In.’ Meanwhile ‘normal’ architect 

uses the ghost’s perspective● buttons x numeric scale x 

blue light etc. A century ago blue print technique was 

‘normal’●. In Gothic time not even that: building works 

silently ‘appeared’ before God’s eye; as His community.
c

Silence  prescribed  by  Old  Testament  King  Solomon●, 

late-medieval  Gothic cathedral for eternity had to be11 

prebuilt—and  experimentally  without  plan/time/limit. 

Premodern Gothic   mason   equipped with compass and 

rectangle  worked  ages  long  by  the  instructions  of 

‘those who know’● the essential beyond: free masons.

Their insight—totally out of control for ‘normal’ mortal 

(for whom curiositas was forbidden by Catholic Roman 

Church) was stabilitas loci● hidden in math—and Latin; 

its invisible architecture is ‘t/here’ (like IT architecture). 

Neoplatonic  math  is  ‘the  essential  beyond’  religious 

propaganda  ;   once  Greek texts were  public, humanism 

blossomed (Sec.4); now data● suckle transhumanism●.
c

Plato’s turns  his  philosophy  of  unchangeable  ever 

lasting  Ideas   as    essential beyond ever changing reality 

[Politeia]  to  geometric  Forms  [Timaeus].  Reconciling 

former  dualism—pure● ideas  vs  impure● reality,  he 

introduces [twice]  an ‘in  between’.  His  world  turning 

novelty12:  a non-god artisan/craftsman called Demiurg, 

makes forms from available universe: not out of a void● 

like  Abrahamic  God.  The do-er/Demiurg  forms  5/five 

principle polyhedra (4  ♀♂  elements beyond  ●; 1■▲  

final element: god/child). Ideal form is transported to 

the real by a 2nd  in between: obscure principle ‘chora’13.

11 Gout (1980)
12 In Politeia Plato directed artists to the border of an ideal state 

be_cause they create bad copies of worldly copies of the Ideas. 

13   It resembles ‘leasable pregnancy’; XENOS 2.018, on receptivity. 

Aristotle’s reflection on the essence beyond change  led 

to a postulation● of a pure act/unmoved mover. Given: 

1_there is movement in the world; 2_what is in motion 

cannot exist by itself; 3_nothing comes out of nothing. 

So, the world must have been caused. If the world is (in 

terms of time) and does not arise from nothing, then 

there has been an external cause; but if this cause also 

arises  and  perishes,  the  series  continues  on  to  an 

earlier being, ad infinitum. His postulation is: a mover is 

unmoved for purely actual/real in the fullest extend.  

14 15 arché tektonikos: essence beyond (Plato); first cause (Aristotle)

Christianity conflicts● with a machine/pure act for God 

created all in 6 days. Thomas   Aquinas   reasoned deus ex 

machina: God Himself remains unmoved/’machine’ exit

Aristotle  situated  his  new/first  element  or  ‘unmoved 

mover’  per each of the 7 celestial  spheres.  It moved 

circularly,  was incapable of  motion (of  quality and of 

quantity) and held the stars and planets. The element 

later is called the 5th element, quintessence, and, ether. 

Aristotle’s cosmology served a Greek ideal of harmony/ 

perfection, expressed by spheres & circles. Rhizome16: 

geostationary satellites make unmoved movers ‘come 

to live’●:  ‘the essential beyond’ is yonder there is no 

ether  but  void;  IT  information—suckled  from  earth’ 

ferromaterials can travel freely hence and forth (Sec.7).

14 1220, God   The Architect, the First Principle  , Thomas Aquinas
15 1509, Raphael, Primum Movens, or, Roman goddess Urania, 
16 LevTolstoi   quoted  Russian  thinkers (Berlin,  1978)   Deleuze & 

Gautarri,  1987; 
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Section 4             {change|ability}: Copernican turn insight_s

SATELLITIC ERA came on the world  1   in 1957 on that crypto/ 

hidden/secret  day2 Sputnik  -I   caused the 1st corona  crisis. 

Linking the Greek word ‘crisis’ with Latin ‘hypocrisis’, this 

crisis appeared as a satellite disease/theater/turning point. 

Although it started off as a traditional POLIS● policy conflict 

(intelligence gathering) by 2022AD/CE outer world satellite 

turns to ‘emanating’ ‘abnormal’● non-fenced OIKOS● aims.

COLD FRAME coins SATELLITIC ERA as inclusive collectivum 

that, 3 generations later (after the 2nd corona crisis) turns: 

_literacy (that installed fka humanism) to illegible numbers; 

_earthbound POLIS methods to an ‘otherworldly’ ubiquity; 

_timeless POLIS strategics to dichotomous OIKOS oligarchy; 

_face-to-face connectivity to reduce to multiple inter_face; 

_the disruption by rational mind_body division into sight; 

_labor x labor survival/aim into comfort means/addiction; 

_genius locus/sovereignty to be subsumed by outer world; 

_humanism, helped by a Big Five into transhumanism; etc.

At least local/(post)modern/western POLIS● paradigms will 

eclipse under SATELLITIC ERA reigned by OIKOS● events. 

Paradigms like heliocentrism●, printing press literacy—thus 

humanism●, democracy, individuality, labor, mind & body 

are subsumed by an outer world present as an all-seeing 

eye● of a mechanical otherworldly. Governance (American 

exceptionalism, Eurocentrism) unable to control algorithms 

& numerics, as all worlds on our globe—whose universals 

don’t equal globally, count on a next generation to come. 

1 2021, www.vficinothinxs.com/coronacrises 

2 https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sputnik/nation.html  :
“It  is  not  widely  known  even  now  that  one  of  the  reasons  President 

Dwight  D.  Eisenhower  and  those  around  him did  not  react  with 
alarm over Sputnik going into space ahead of an American satellite 
was  that  Eisenhower  welcomed  the  launch  to  help  establish  the 
principle of "freedom of space" [the idea that outer space belonged 
to  everyone,  thereby  allowing  satellite  flights  over  foreign 
countries].  At  the  time  of  the  Sputnik  "crisis,"  the  White  House, 
Central Intelligence Agency, Air Force, and a few highly select and 
trustworthy defense contractors were creating a spy satellite that was 
so secret that only a few dozen people knew of it. Even its name, 
CORONA, was  deemed  secret  for  many  years.  Instead  of  being 
concerned  with  winning  the  first  round  of  the  space  race, 
Eisenhower  and  his  National  Security  Council  were  much  more 
interested  in  launching  surveillance  satellites  that  could  tell 
American  intelligence  where  every  Soviet  missile  was  located.” 
[bold GVH]

COLD  FRAME  coins  SATELLITIC  ERA—today’s  tool  x  rule 

generally called information age3, an ‘inclusive’ collectivum

containing numerous f/acts that preceded deep learning AI 

power etc.: Lovelace, Hidden Figures●, inventors as Leibniz 

Turing● Copernic  us  ● Maxwell●, IT blue light architecture● 

(www  internet  GPS  earthsky etc.),  space  architecture 

(Potočnik Tsiolkovsky Fedorov● Virilio●). Today SATELLITIC 

ERA is as open x anisotropic● as capricious/volatile OIKOS●

The dominance of and the profit for an era is—as always, 

to give mortals a horizon of immortality. For the moment 

it’s  the  deep learning power of  godlike manlike  Artificial 

Intelligence that—as one says, surpasses man’s biological 

mortality in 2050/when AI gains insight; or at least in one/1 

generation (coincidentally the same 1 that is not to inherit 

fka  cradle●/planet/Mother  Earth).  Once SATELLITIC  ERA 

survives its Epochalypse  ,   paradigms● do shift●4: the POLIS 

e.g. of (graying/western) man versus Mother then extincts. 
cc

‘Man’ is defined (originally by Aristotle● copied by  Kant●, 

Marx  ,   western world) as ‘an animal with specific qualities’. 

Expiring ‘man’ is taking out its mortal/animal component 

& calculating ‘specific qualities’ for its compeer/Eve’s alter 

ego/postcreation/Artificial Intelligence. Godlike manlike  AI 

insight/singularity finally will be totally out of man’s   control  

3 Castells (1996); Castells (2020)
4 Transhumanist  Declaration  2019  ;  Transhumanist  Declaration>  in 

1998; Bostrom, https://www.nickbostrom.com/posthuman.pdf 
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From unknowable AI-insight led future to an ¿unknowable? 

insight of a traditional (dead) ‘animal with specific qualities’ 

viz.  Mikolaj Kopernik (in Latin  Copernicus). His  singularity 

leads to question man’s {change|ability} to paradigm shift 

in particular as well  as in a universal sense. In particular: 

¿where/how/why etc.? did he gain his creative ‘inimitable’ 

scintilla,  synderesis,  insight,  intuition, epiphany,  insight, 

'known'  as  turning  the  center  of  the  universe  from  the 

earth to the sun [¿Where etc.? we recognize   AI  ’s insight/its 

questioning ‘why’●? Does AI know it? What   kind   of AI  ?]

In  a  universal  sense:  Copernicus’  singularity  caused  the 

‘abnormal’● and therefore paradigm shift  be_cause of his 

turning a ‘normal’ Aristotelian-Ptolemaic geocentric model 

into his concept_ion ‘heliocentrism’. In On the Revolutions 

[rotations]   of Heavenly Spheres   published after his death in 

1543 he elaborates the particular as a principle●: “Humans 

are not privileged observers,  it  is  therefore a reasonable 

supposition that, if the universe appears  isotropic● about 

our position, it would also appear isotropic—to observers 

in other galaxies”5. A daring spatial statement at the time6.
cc

In 1616—when every notion commenting on the rotation 

of the earth ended up on the  Index  ,   Galileo abandoned 

Copernicus’ principle.  On papal order he condemned the 

mobile order of the earth and the immobility of the sun. 

After the dissolution of the Index (1966) Pope John Paul     II   

—Copernicus’ compatriot, “regretted the treatment” of the 

Catholic Church mixing up● the realm of science with the 

realm of Revelation [1992> SATELLITE ERA existed 35 years] 

5 https://archive.org/details/cosmologicalphys0000peac/page/66/  
mode/2up 

6 C. speaks of observers in other galaxies while the Catholic Church in 
the West/Occident/Europe just learned about live on Terra Incognita  
—before 1492 a problematic hypothesis: XENOS 2.018, Sec.4; GVH

Man’s {change|ability}  is crucial● for the Christian morality 

to  reach  summum  bonum●:  Catholics do  so  under  the 

guidance of Apostle’s Successors; Protestants (1519) reject 

such intervention and turn ‘sola scriptura’ to autonomy●; 

Orthodox belief in Christ Ruler of All (Greek: Pantocrator) & 

gather under the Greek patriarch or Autocephalous (Sec.5).

In Gothic medieval West/Occident/Europe, Catholic Church 

lived in a geocentric model where  God was alpha & omega 

of the mortals7. [¿The way SATELLITIC ERA ubiquity goes?] 

Painters  re_presented  God’s  omnipresence● by  painting 

God’s  widget—God’s  all-seeing divine eye, on the canvas, 

or, propagated God’s omniscience   by   adding an all-knowing 

spirit—disguised  as    a  pigeon  ,  to  their  works.  Others 

addressed God’s property  omnibenevolence when writing 

text in the direction readable for the otherworldly,  while 

masons  sculptured  mortal’s  narrative  to  illiterates8. 

Quantities of them trusted in God’s  omnipotence and for 

ages built what worships Christian content●: community●. 

In mimesis of  God who needs no plan, the masons built 

experimentally. Given God the Architect● sees everything, 

they worked as accurate on the readability of  Poor Man’s 

Bible as beyond public eye.  Crusades against the  Muslim 

conquest of Jerusalem brought a Hebrew concept-ion: the 

Holy City as ‘navel of the earth’. Depicted as rose window it 

underlined than days  tele-vision/paradigm●. The Gothic● 

building concept is  embedded in the secret/crypto papal 

mixture● of  Solomon’s Temple and  Timaeos’● forms●. In 

the old West philosophy was a handmaiden of theology—

and partly  stayed  that  way  if  not  for  Copernicus,  Kant’s 

‘Copernican turn’●, Protestantism and/or a printing press 

and paradigm shifts. In the East of the West● the orthodox 

icon  s   had golden backgrounds around biblical narratives to 

present God’s non-confined infinity● and communicating● 

spirituality● both ways●. When God was as ‘normal’● as a 

GSM, Copernicus disrupted● a concept-ion of a universal.

7 ¿As  truly  as  we  under  SATELLITIC  ERA  belief  in  capricious/volatile 
OIKOS oligarchy where/when money takes a tour around us?  (Sec.7.)

8 In Greek gráfein meant drawing & writing which influenced ‘mortgage 
free  everlasting  architecture’  destroyed  by  printing  press  as  Victor 
Hugo notes and Heidegger calls ‘technè’—innate possessiveness. 
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If  modern  interpretation9 of  (French  )   Gothic  paradigm is 

reliable then ‘Copernican turn’ of Renaissance10 architects/ 

artists from what God sees to what man sees is an oblivion 

of paradigm shift creation. The principle of Copernicus who 

studied in Bologna/taught in Rome was ‘visible’; math to 

construct perspective or divine proportion in development.

[Clearly {change|ability} to insight is an opaque domain, AI]

1567, critic on the Copernican turn11: Digges globe of mortality/empireum 

of death expresses what literally comes to live in Fedorov’s task (Sec.5)

9  Lewis (1995)
10 Ad Section 5: in ‘The Russian Idea’ Berdyaev emphasizes the lack  for  

Russian  society  not  to  have  had  such  Italian  Renaissance  for 
Orthodox  Church  translated  all  text  in  Slavish  from on  998,  and, 
grown Slavophilism.

11 http://faculty.humanities.uci.edu/bjbecker/revoltingideas/  
lecture7.html 

Latin texts were kept and red in monasteries/stabilitas loci; 

Greek texts came public12 inter-esse/intelligible tourism●. 

Brought in by PODDED  Greek empire clergy who fled the 

Muslim war that threatened Constantinople, finding refuge 

in Florence. Humanism13/  (originally) reading the Ancients  / 

intellectual  {change|ability}  boomed  among  the  literate 

and equally  enriched  POLIS  &  citizens  on various  strata. 

Renaissance architects researching Vitruvian architecture● 

turned a ‘normal’● Eye of Providence over to ‘abnormal’● 

mortal-perspective. ‘Abnormal’● geometry putted in force 

a horizon [satellite’s opposite] in geocentric model (Sec.2).
ccIi

Copernicus found no pleasure for  the mind in ‘normal’● 

Ptolemy’s  math  ematics  .  Its  need  for  artificial  equants to 

maintain a constant circular motion   of the heavenly bodies  

—like  Aristotle     prescribed  ●,  didn’t  please  his  aesthetics: 

too artificial; not harmonious. Polish  Renaissance Catholic 

polyglot Neoplatonic Copernicus14 rearranged the orbit of 

planets and  exchanged the place of the sun and earth—

which at the time some Muslim astronomers deemed as a 

mathematically plausible possibility15.
c

However,  to  propose  that  the  Sun  stands  still  expresses 

blasphemy  —for the Script said contrary (  Joz10:12-13  ).   Like 

to deny sub-lunar immobility (Ps75:4,  93:1,  104:5)16. Both 

acts also show hubris towards  Auctoritas Aristotle (Sec.2). 

However, what  Copernicus didn’t change is the isotropy● 

that—if I myself interconnect correctly, is a Greek essence: 

to  avoid  emptiness/nothingness/void●17 in  the  celestial 

spheres. There, where● SATELLITIC ERA is enabled (Sec.6).

12 The patriarch of the Orthodox Church• – for ages a split  off from 
Roman  Catholicism,  turned  to  Italian  POLEIS  for  help  against  the 
Ottoman force. Refuge rejected he and his finally found hospitality in 
Florence. Its hospitality brought wealth to the hostipets—and banker 
Di Medici.  Other than in Catholic society, in the Orthodox domain 
ancient knowledge remained public. 

13 Marsilio  Ficino,  the  translator  of  many  of  Plato’s  works  and  the 
Corpus Hermeticum also rebuilt Plato’s Academia in Florence.

14 https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D0%BE%D0%BF  
%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BA,_%D0%9D
%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%B9 

15 2008Obs...128..231G (harvard.edu)   
16 http://www.deatheist.nl/downloads/WetenschapvsReligie.pdf   
17 Al-Biruni (973-1050 AD)   rejected Aristotle in favor of a vacuum. 
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Before the creative power of esoteric Renaissance reached 

the north of the West, Protestantism did (*1519). Its focus 

on sola scriptura  —as if● a POD●, hardened off an exoteric/ 

non-inclusive  novelty: ‘science’. Its ‘abnormal’ progression 

did 18th century Kant criticize philosophy for staying behind
cc

Kant was infected by Copernicus  ,   says a myth18 within the 

bubble/tradition of western philosophy. It so happens that 

Kant's  {change|ability}  led  to  several  insights  that  equal 

Copernicus' epithet: world changing be_cause of an insight 

expressed by resp. in his Critic of Pure Reason (1781/1787). 

In Toward Perpetual Peace (1795) Kant gives rebirth to an 

isotropic ‘switch’ as he exchanges warfare for trade where 

he rationalizes ‘peace’. Kant computes man’s  heteronomy 

in relation to ‘eternal peace’. His practical reason de-signs 

costly warfare into profitable trade. Visionary ‘abnormal’●, 

its POLIS simulacrum grew ‘normal’● in Europe after WWII, 

194519. Man is ‘crooked wood  ’  —anisotropic●,  Kant holds. 

One of its qualities is greed—man’s principle beyond trade.

Under SATELLITIC ERA a simulacrum/’as if peace’ changed 

into ‘as if immortality’; serving ’eternal’ comfort profit20 the 

oligarch outer world OIKOS has surpassed fka POLIS trade.
  

Kant longs for pure/isotropic●/‘straight timber’ man, in line 

with western ethics a sublimate  d/ideal   ‘one quality animal’. 

Modifying man to modern/enlightened  ,   Kant’s entity is an 

autonomy that thinks & acts rational, sets laws for himself21 

—self-legislative independent of inner & external forces. 

18 Kant experts differ whether Kant {did|did not} mention ‘Copernican 
Revolution’ in the 2nd ed. (1787) of his Critique of Pure Reason    vs 
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/ImmanuelKantsreferencetoth
eCopernicanRevolution.pdf Some hold  that  Kant  is  willingly  vague 
about  the  issue.  At  least  Kant  is  as  under  cooled  about  it  as 
Copernicus. Fedorov (Sec.5) contrasts. 

19 Marshall  Plan  condition  for  Europe’s  reconstruction  was  the  EU: 
*1992,  Treaty  of  Maastricht,  free  passage  of  goods  and services; 
*1985, Schengen Deal; *2001,  €). The ‘as if’ peace worked for 77 
years. Since start Ukraine war, that unique EU comfort is in shock.

20 On the surface Ukraine War is a costly economic battle: worldwide.
21 Olympe de Gouge     (1  791) demonstrated in vain, that the Déclaration 

des droits de l'homme et du citoyen takes the notion ‘man’ literately, 
viz. excluding women. Abilitioniste, feministe, virago De Gouge was 
decapitated for her acts. RHIZOME: the lingua franca of SATELLITIC 
ERA, English, won’t. Nonetheless the global tool Google translate is 
disrupting other languages of their nature binary by de-gendering all 
and everything to his/he/him forms; meanwhile numeric algorithms 
copy man’s history—which excluded women and the feminine (e.g. 
Mother Earth) . SATELLITIC ERA de-genders/de-naturalizes all along. 

Zum ewigen Frieden turns in irrational  philanthropy for 

state law. In non-industrialized/premodern habitus/1795 

and initiated by Ewige Friede (1686; Sec.5), Kant sketches 

a novelty: visiting law, a law that applies for, and, against 

foreigners to ensure trade, and, modern sovereignty. 

His  architecture●, a godlike philosophical sketch building 

peace/non-warfare, contains a parametric POLIS● novelty

—cosmopolitanism. As for {change|ability} to insight, the 

Kantian trade-law isotropy● is exceeded by the a-moral 

industrial capitalism that used labor● PODs● to blossom.

Philosophically, Kant's logic of redemption● is seeded in 

his synthetic a priori, arguing: given the earth is spherical 

[science] man ultimately cannot avoid each other [math]; 

[a priori peace] man must find a way to live together. His 

de-sign  underlines  that  [religion]  Mother  Earth/terra/ 

sub-lunar/globus terrestra/planet earth is owned by all. 

From philosophical perspective cosmopolitanism annexes 

natural law in favor of [then to be] modern/rational law.

From architectural point of view he outlines fenced/POLIS 

perspectives●. At the horizon of   man’s   eye  22● he builds to 

be republican sovereign states that live happily ever after. 
I

Kant’s cosmopolitanism—formalized in 20th century’s UN/ 

NATO/EU, locally did prosper peace & wealth after WWII. 

Nowadays it  too shames fka philanthropy when POLIS● 

states can buy themselves out: out of disrupting PODDED 

comfort when fka ex-colonies, vice versa, come to occupy.

2015           GVH; cartoon cosmopolitanism Valletta summit on Migration 

22 XENOS 2.018 (Van Helden)  ; culture clash Ukraine 24-02-2022/xxxx
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Its  not  Kant’s sketch after  the  French  Revolution (1789) 

that is  referred to as  his  Copernican    Revolution/Turn   for 

metabletic-rhizomatic quest COLD FRAME gropes for man’s 

narrow and large paradigm shifts: they obviously take time.

2021      papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; works GVH 

2022      papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; works GVH 

2013               De_Sign papilionem BLUE LIGHT, works GVH; installation

1245/2015     l’Image du Monde, de Merz23/Kant (1795) vs 3D man today 

As for ‘Copernican T  urn’  /paradigm shift—crypto enshrined 

in the 1st Critique of Pure Reason (1781): Kant mentions it 

in his 2nd edition (1787), seemingly as a seed hardening up 

his {change|ability} blossoming as transcendental idealism.

i
CPR    BXVI-XVIII  (1787)  :  “Up  to  now  it  has  been  assumed  that  all  our 
cognition  must  conform  to  the  objects;  but  all  attempts  to  find  out 
something about them a priori through concepts that would extend our 
cognition have,  on  this  presupposition,  come to nothing.  Hence  let us  
once try whether we do not get farther with the problems of metaphysics  
by assuming that the objects must conform to our cognition, which would  
agree  better  with  the  requested  possibility  of  an  a  priori  cognition  of  
them, which is to establish something about objects before they are given  

to us. This would be just like the first thoughts of Copernicus, who, when 
he did not make good progress in the explanation of the celestial motions 
if he assumed that the entire celestial host revolves around the observer, 
tried to see if he might not have greater success if he made the observer  
revolve and left the stars at rest.  Now in metaphysics we can try  in  a  
similar way regarding the intuition of objects.  If intuition has to conform 
to the constitution of the objects, then I do not see how we can know 
anything of them a priori; but if the object (as an object of the senses) 
conforms to the constitution of our faculty of intuition, then I can very 
well represent this possibility to myself.” [Italic GVH]

23 “Two medieval men walking around the spherical earth, one going 
to the East and the other to the West, and meeting on the opposite 
side.  De  Merz on  than  days  impossibility  of  spherical  earth”  for 
(dixit De Merz by than days risky/world turning note) “A man can 
walk the earth as a fly goes round an apple.”

Western philosophy is a dichotomous ancestral tradition 

based on—masculine24, metaphysics and POLIS exclusion. 

Traditionally it rejected the non-pure/uncertain/rhizome/ 

deficient/irrational/feminine/chthonic to unveil the ‘pure’.

Kant concealed the latter in his Critiques. Via his quest on 

‘what can I know’ he coined man’s necessary surplus: the 

synthetic a priori empirical, a pure/virginal/logic concept- 

ion of a posteriori judgment * rational a priori judgment. 

¿Can  AI●  have  such  insight?  Numeric  AI● primary  is 

depending on data● PODs● (Sec.6). If computed Kantian 

way our AI insight will be or sense, or, logic (Se.5). For on 

Kant’s strict order25: both are not exchangeable—despite 

necessary vice versa interdependence. Godlike manlike AI 

transcends ‘normal’ logic; and mortal’s● im/mortality.

“Pure practical reason26 postulates the immortality of the 

soul, for reason in the pure and practical sense aims at 

the  perfect  good  (summum  bonum),  and  this  perfect 

good  is  only  possible  on  the  supposition  of  the  soul's 

immortality. It is the moral law which determines the will 

(…)  The  pure  practical  reason  must  also  postulate  the 

existence  of  God  as  the  necessary  condition  of  the 

attainment of the summum bonum.” The postulation is 

“only possible by Christianity”—not old Greek [new ¿POD 

PEOPLE?●] focusing on happiness, for “Christianity alone 

affords an idea of  the summum bonum which answers 

fully  to  the  requirement  of  practical  reason”—circular 

reasoning. Up to circularity of im/mortality in Russia, now. 

24 XENOS 2.018  , Quest to the receptivity of western doing & thinking

25   Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A52/B76

26 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason; https://youtu.be/6Pbv5aL7Uek 
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1 2016 POD PEOPLE, GVH; South Korean Embassy_The Hague_Kingdom of the Netherlands & Dutch Embassy_Seoul_South Korea
2 2015 De_Sign papilionem PARRHESIA, Valletta Summit on Migration; works GVH
3 2019 De_Sign papilionem OBASUTE, Brighton University, Brighton, GB; works GVH: www.vficinothinxs.com/obasute

http://www.vficinothinxs.com/obasute


Section 5         {change|ability}: outer space hardening up 

Painful irony. Besides as a name of a philosophical sketch 

(1795) a war ending in Ewige Friede did exist. Kant partly 

copied the  Treaty of Eternal Peace (1686) its free trade● 

clause, and, architecture●. Painful irony. A historical truce 

underlies a geopolitical issue in 2022, and, maybe, WWIII.

In 1686  Muscovy/Tsardom of Rus’ paid● 146.000 rubles 

to became the proud owner● of Kiev, capital of Ukraine/ 

borderland/’little Russia’. Despite a lawfully signed (Sec.6) 

‘Perpetual  Peace’,  war  resurrected●. In  2010  AD;  when 

Kiev coined itself  New Jerusalem●; when leaving  Russian 

patriarchate the Ukraine Autocephalous Orthodox Church 

took  Moscow’s title  along.  Debates refer  to the Eternal 

Peace/1686 truce—state and church not being separated.

Putin’s military intervention in fka owned, sovereign state 

(Sec.4), or, warfare●—Ukraine longed to be a westernizer, 

leads to why●. We know little about an other/outer world 

on the globe due to traditional inner/local world centrism; 

let alone being able to step into paradigms of ‘the strange 

x the stranger’ (Sec.1). Apart from a 100 million refugees 

forcefully doing so, I/European/Dutch westerner know too 

little about e.g. history/people/religion/politics/habitus of 

Russia, of Ukraine, about their mutual differences/values/ 

genius etc. [The obvious question is: can/would/could AI?]

Presupposing all of us mortals are living under ubiquitous 

SATELLITIC ERA we remain bubbles, being fed by already 

‘inside information’—rapped in cancel culture, or, banning 

the contrasting. If not for {change|ability} of insight, I too 

wouldn’t have met The Russian Idea (long time popular in 

Russia, and, therefore illusory big differences between e.g. 

Orthodox   Christian   Pantocrator  and  Catholic/Protestant 

God charity●, nor the Russian concept_ion of brotherman 

[imperative:  don not surpass man nor God; create ’as if’ 

God Creator—ex nihilio  Godmanhood:  suppression, pain, 

poverty, suffering given]. ‘Deep learning’ godlike man vs 

manlike god extremely clear for at least Moscow Socrates 

Fedorov. Longing for mortals to gain Salvation, he sent all 

—artificially resurrected, dead & the alive into universe.

2015, SBAS/Satellite Based Augmentation System; Africa

2019, gagan-system-architecturepix; India, Asia

Kant’s Russian colleague Fedorov experienced● paradigm 

shift after lifelong, religiously suffering mortal’s ‘abnormal’ 

accident: mortality [x labor x labor]. His life long quest for 

how practical reason/action could fix the Original Accident

—God’s penalty be_cause of the Fall of Man  ,   encountered 

a solution: resurrection1 is possible via nature’s electricity.

1     Ezekiel 37:1-28, Valley of the bones; JHWH orders Ezekiel to awaken 
the graveyard of the dead [of hope]. 9 “Then he said to me, “Prophesy to 
the  breath;  prophesy,  son  of  man,  and  say  to  it,  ‘This  is  what  the 
Sovereign LORD says: Come, breath, from the four winds and breathe into 
these slain, that they may live.’”10 So I prophesied as he commanded 
me, and breath entered them; they came to life and stood up on their 
feet—a vast army. 11 Then he said to me: “Son of man, these bones are 
the people of Israel. They say, ‘Our bones are dried up and our hope is 
gone; we are cut off.’ 12 Therefore prophesy and say to them: ‘This is 
what  the  Sovereign  LORD says:  My  people,  I  am going  to  open  your 
graves and bring you up from them; I will bring you back to the land of 
Israel. 13 Then you, my people, will  know that I  am the  LORD, when I 
open your graves and bring you up from them. 14 I will put my Spirit in 
you and you will live, and I will settle you in your own land. Then you will  
know that  I  the  LORD have  spoken,  and I  have  done  it,  declares  the 
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According  to  religious  Fedorov—who’s  idea’s  influenced 

space father Tsiolkovsky (who  influenced Musk  )  , how to 

achieve Salvation was clearly demonstrated by Christ, the 

son of man x son of God: resurrection. Instead of mortals  

put effort in costly warfare, escaping from their common 

task. Fedorov suffers. Until he gains a sublime experience2. 

t

“Now, suddenly, like a joyous ray of light for 'those dwelling in darkness  
and under the shadow of death', come the good tidings that those very 
means  of  mutual  annihilation  may  become  means  of  salvation  from 
hunger. Here is hope that an end may be put to both famine and war—
moreover  an  end  to  war  without  disarmament,  for  the  latter  is  not 
possible. Even unbelievers, even professed atheists, can hardly fail to see 
in this possibility of transforming a great evil into a great blessing a sign  
of Divine Providence. Here is a completely new proof of the existence of  
God and His Providence, a proof derived no longer from contemplating 
the  purposefulness  of  the  natural  order,  but  from  acting  and  from 
influencing it in real life. Is it not indeed a manifestation of God's great 
mercy  to  man,  who  seems  to  have  reached  the  limits  of  perversity, 
sinning against both nature and his fellow beings and even rejecting the 
very existence of God?                                           Yet from the pulpit comes 
a voice saying, 'Beware of this audacity which seeks to bring down rain 
from heaven by means of gunfire.' * But if gunfire cannot be condemned 
out of hand even when it brings death (for example, in the defense of  
the  homeland),  why should  it  be condemned when it  brings life  and 
saves people from starvation? Is it not rather the carrying out of God's  
will? Having created man, did He not enjoin him to possess the Earth 
and all that is upon it? So why is it wicked insolence and even sacrilege 
to redirect a cloud from a place where its rain could be harmful, to one 
where it would be beneficial? To channel water from a stream or river  
for  irrigation is not regarded as obstructing God's will,  so why should 
redirecting  moisture  for  human  needs,  not  from  a  stream  but  from 
atmospheric currents, be contrary to God's will? The more so when this 
is done not for the sake of luxury or fun but to provide our daily bread.” 

What happened? 

LORD.’”

2 https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov   

What happened?

Merely a  scintilla,  synderesis,  insight,  intuition, epiphany, 

a nano sec before  future history; that what ‘abnormal’● 

DIKW● progression hopes to achieve in 30 years [¿when, 

totally out of man’s control AI, is having such?]; only one 

of man’s insight_s; sec in_side; situated in sight. Where? 

iiiiiii

“In 1891, the disastrous year when crop failure in many of the provinces  
constituting the granary of Russia caused a famine which threatened to 
become endemic, and when rumors of war were rife, we suddenly heard 
of experiments in  rain-making by means of explosives—that is, by the 
very substances which hitherto were used solely for  wars foreign and 
domestic (such as revolutions, dynamite attacks and so on). 

The coincidence of this famine caused 
by  drought  and  the  discovery  of  how  to  combat  it  by  means  used 
hitherto  only  for  mutual  annihilation  could  not  fail  to  produce  a 
shattering effect on those on the verge of starvation as well as on those 
who had relatives of military age. And not on them alone.” 

Climate  modification  progressed  ever  since  even  as 

climate war  3   e.g. against man & its products4 and for man.
5 6

3 1967-1972 Vietnam War Operation Popeye, 
1977https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title15/c
hapter9A&edition=prelim 

4 2019 Hyperlink  , 2021 China, 2021 Bill Gates & Harvard solar geo-
engeneering

5 Space ship, Tsiolkovsky; https://youtu.be/hDhJKzuOb2w (1936)
6 Nature’s insight; papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; works GVH, 2021

https://youtu.be/hDhJKzuOb2w
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/1999GL006086
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/1999GL006086
https://youtu.be/WR6uSXW-8p4
https://www.france24.com/en/tv-shows/tech-24/20211210-how-china-changed-the-weather-to-clear-skies-for-beijing-centenary-celebration
https://www.asianowparis.com/en/2019/hyperlink
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B5_%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%83%D0%B6%D0%B8%D0%B5
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title15/chapter9A&edition=prelim
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title15/chapter9A&edition=prelim
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d274
https://www.france24.com/en/tv-shows/tech-24/20211210-how-china-changed-the-weather-to-clear-skies-for-beijing-centenary-celebration
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236870996_DIKIW_Data_Information_Knowledge_Intelligence_Wisdom_and_their_Interrelationships
http://www.tankshanghai.com/en/events/info55.htm
https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E9%A0%93%E6%82%9F
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/intuition/
http://www.ditext.com/demos/plato.html
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Documents/2022,%20COLD%20FRAME,%20USA/if%20this%20was%20only%20about%20negative%20philosophy%20-%20mysticism,%20he%20would%20be%20living%20in%20that%20niche%20where%20few%20visit%20him.
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/conscience-medieval/
https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov
https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a28485/russian-rocket-genius-konstantin-tsiolkovsky/
https://www.tsiolkovsky.org/en/cosmic-philosophy-by-tsiolkovsky/


Fedorov, the  worshiped  7     x ridiculed  8 precursor of today’s 

transhumanism● disagrees with Kant, the ‘China man of 

Köningsberg. He grants Kant as great thinker. Thus,  he  is 

limited to cognitive science. So, Kant lacks creative power9 

as well as active reason10—the issue in Russian philosophy.
cc

Fedorov crosses there where Kant  11   confines, there where 

he exchanges intuition & concept12, or, aesthetics & logos. 

Fedorov intertwines intuition with religious concept-ion—

moving Kant’s strict division between those 2 existentials 

to the domain of paradox13 when rationality is only to be 

understood as logic and, refutes that Kant postulates God. 

For  he  worships  the  Trinity.  More  especially,  he  truly 

beliefs in Christ’s singularity14—his being of double nature: 

a mortal son, plus, God’s Son; thus: Pantocrator; Almighty.

Fedorov’s empathy for a  hypostatic union● tells him that 

all mortals must follow in the footprint of man’s Son and 

overcame death. To grant all mortals redemption● —the 

dead  & the alive. It’s  the  COMMON  TASK  of/by/for  all 

mortals together15. Even more: categorically● all together. 

Collateral damage: if all together direct in one16 and same 

way—isotropic● as ‘straight timber’●, only war will die.
c

So far,  Fedorov seems a religiously conceptional lookalike 

of a medieval mortal belief in God The Architect● (Sec.2).

7 https://www.hkw.de/en/programm/projekte/veranstaltung/  
p_135477.php; Fesicova (2011)

8 https://theconversation.com/russian-cosmism-a-national-  
mythology-against-transhumanism-15278

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/article/nucci-
transhumanists-technology; 

9 https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov  
10 1868, Lockyer (1868), 

https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov
11 1781, Critique of Pure Reason, B75
12 Kant's  definition  of  perception/intuition  is  ‘an  immediate 

representation of an individual/singular object’  and of a concept 
(and  the  thoughts  they  compose)  ’a  mediate  and  general 
representation of a pluralism of objects’.

13 Be_cause “critique of pure reason  is God” [genetivus subjectivus] 
Fedorov https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov

14 Other than AI’s singularity: Kurzweil (2005)    (2022)  
15 For one cannot knows Ezekiel 30; Fedorov works for x by the power 

of electricity x belief. He quantifies force, not semantics.
16 Teilhard de Chardin   (1922) conceptualized ‘common’ to noosphere

—influenced Senghor. It’s a new East-West dispute. 

At the same time he  prelude his worshiped Earth● lives 

under  SATELLITIC  ERA—electromagnetism●,  today’s  aim 

—space race●, the way we go—artificialization17, our food 

as well  as the hot tendency currently—freezing in one’s 

body or its head (cryonics) for better times to come, etc.
i   v     

Fedorov’s  intentionality (mimesis of ‘normal progress’ as 

demonstrated by man’s Son—namely man’s resurrection  )   

is embedded in his total rejection of any re_presentation. 

Forcefully  he therefore  decries  Kant’s  ‘Copernican turn’ 

that brought out for Kant and western society that man is 

being but a singular representation18 of the world.

According to Berdyaev  19   (1874-1948) who wrote Fedorov’s 

elegy, Fedorov was more a Slavophil than the Slavophiles 

which means he firmly detested  Western(iz)ers, Darwin, 

all who worry about quidditas of the existing20 as well as 

modern/western dichotomous constructs21 (individualism, 

economics etc.); in short: all who turn in or away from the 

quest_ion ‘what about death?’ Thus, he inspired cosmist/ 

space father Tsiolkovsky     and in turn non-religious SpaceX.

17 Orthodox Christian Fedorov is  tormented by Gen.3—mortality  [x 
labor x labor x taking care of the ground we walk, now called planet 
Earth]; by man’s sin—disobedience; by nature’s evil on mankind—
hunger and catastrophes, plus, warfare. He discerns the help of the 
other worldly handing out a help for properly taking care of a world 
already lost/our hopeless graveyard & v.v. Accidentally● he senses/ 
dis-covers/un-veils God’s help—crypto in nature (lighting, minerals, 
able to transform it, etc.) In his joy is to transform the organisms—
machines  into  ‘artificial  machines,  "made  by  man,  contrived  by 
human skill and labor"—inverse effort to pass by God’s punishment, 
he artificializes everything to gain Salvation: for all mortals together.

18 “Happiness in life is dearly bought by Kant. Forget about perfection
—it  is  unattainable  (for  God  is  but  an  ideal);  therefore,  your 
imperfection should not worry you. Do not think about death, and 
you will not fall into the paralogism of immortality. Attend to your 
business and do not think about what lies beyond—whether the 
world is finite or infinite, eternal or temporary, you cannot know.  
So,  says  Kant  in  his  Critique  of  Pure  Reason.  However,  all  the 
negation  of  the  Critique  of  Pure  Reason  is  based  solely  on  the 
assumption that human dissension is inevitable and that union in a 
common task  is  impossible.  This  assumption is  but prejudice,  of 
which  Kant  was  not  conscious,  and  which  he  did  not  perceive 
because he was a great philosopher and, consequently, could not 
imagine anything superior to thought.” 

19 Religion of Resusciative-Resurrection: Philosophy of the Common   
Task of N. F. Fedorov (berdyaev.com) 

20 Which Kant disrupted by Gestaltschwitz parallel on the paradigm 
shift of Copernicus who turned earth and sun and western culture.

21 But  he  stipulates  man’s  autonomy,  longs  in  his  whereabouts, 
culture and “lost” 19th century for that omnipresence wherein—
his,  ‘common  task’  is  grounded,  lacks  18th  century  “modern 
intellectuals” – generally he disconnects from (‘salonfähige’ urban) 
“intellectuals” disconnected from the war of  nature in the rural,  
and,  misses  Renaissance  and  medieval• ‘self-aware  mortals’  [> 
Section 2].

https://lynxotic.com/why-are-people-calling-bitcoin-a-religion/
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https://www.spacex.com/human-spaceflight/mars/
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/nanopdf.com_tsiolkovskys-cosmic-philosophy.pdf
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/medieval-haecceity/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westernizer
http://www.berdyaev.com/berdiaev/berd_lib/1915_186.html
http://www.berdyaev.com/berdiaev/berd_lib/1915_186.html
http://www.berdyaev.com/
http://www.berdyaev.com/berdiaev/berd_lib/1915_186.html
http://www.berdyaev.com/berdiaev/berd_lib/1915_186.html
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/divine-revelation/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/intentionality/
https://iep.utm.edu/fedorov/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%A9opold_S%C3%A9dar_Senghor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Teilhard_de_Chardin
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ezekiel%2037&version=CEV
https://www.c-span.org/video/?188783-1/the-singularity-near-humans-transcend-biology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity
https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov
https://www.etymonline.com/word/esthetic
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https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov
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For the sake of a ‘ Common Task’/FOMO/Ukraine War and 

versus  cancel  culture I  hand  out  Fedorov’s  refreshing22 

(very up to date) re-search notes published after his death 

> 1903             >  THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE COMMON TASK 

In contrast to our multiple silent● knowledge-information, 

Fedorov’s exchange by conversation influenced very many 

Russian philosophers/writers23. His ideas led to new—now 

popular, politics (Russian Cosmism  24  , an antipode of Kant’s 

cosmopolitanism), and, transhumanism x climate change.
cci

Fedorov—other than Musk c.s., colonized the universe to 

give numerous resurrected dead and alive people a living 

place—Earth to small to host all, space is the place to be). 

Tsiolkovsky calculated these thoughts and brought in the 

geostationary satellite. Some 60 years after, 1957●, a first 

godlike manlike eye● arrived out there and caused where 

we are now: under SATELLITIC ERA. Tsiolkovsky  designed 

‘space ships’ too—moralized as obnoxious, and the ‘space 

elevator’—insight  after  an image of  the Eiffel  tower,  to 

enter them as well as other ’abnormal’● space science. As 

true cosmist, Tsiolkovski held that brotherman must untie 

its  strings  from  Mother  Earth  cradle,  leave  house  and 

grown up in  space be_cause  of  Godmanhood all  unity. 

[Space Voyage; like Mayflower to colonize America (1620)]
ici

Groping for a  rhizome  25   of potential AI insight in all this, 

another26 AI paradigm  pops  up.  “The  idea  of  artificial 

intelligence  is  that  it  should  exist  not  on  a  carrier  for 

which earthly conditions are adequate, but on a carrier 

for which it’ll be comfortable to exist in other conditions. 

That is, to create the same set of manifestations.”

When Obama commercialized NASA with “we go to Mars” 

East & West met; PODs meet ‘the strange x the stranger’. 

B

22      Versus ‘stabilitas loci’ POLIS insight as man’s end of education.
23      http://www.berdyaev.com/berdiaev/berd_lib/1915_186.html 
24      https://content.cosmos.art/media/pages/library/russian-

cosmism/1158267832-1601363873/russian-cosmism.pdf 
25      Deleuze & Gautarri, 1987; 

file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/ojs_admin,+Becoming.pdf; 
https://youtu.be/RQ2rJWwXilw 

26      2009, Gleb Davydov 

27

28

29

30

27 2008, De_Sign  papilionem CELLARITY; POLIS-OIKOS turn leading to 
sublet need led to division of family home as day or night cells; GVH

28 1895,  Tsiolkovsky,  Space  elevator  for  satellites; 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a28485/ru
ssian-rocket-genius-konstantin-tsiolkovsky/ 

29 Tsiolkovsky with man rocket POD to travel to universe; Pinterest
30 2019, De-Sign papilionem POD_PEOPLE_DESERT-ion; works GVH
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Section 6                                    synderesis• hysteresis

In  Latin word POD meant  ‘foot’.  Under SATELLITIC  ERA, 

t/here the English word POD is at the foot of a ‘data POD’.

“Data is a raw and unorganized fact that required to be 

processed to make it meaningful. Unorganized unless it is 

organized,  data  is  always  to  be  interpreted,  by  man or 

machine, to derive meaning.  Meaningless  data contains 

numbers, statements, and characters in a raw form.”1   

Data is “symbols on which operations are performed by a 

computer,  which may be stored and transmitted in  the 

form● of  electrical  signals  and  recorded  on  magnetic, 

optical, or mechanical recording media”2. Data PODs thus 

need a COLD FRAME so IT ARCHITECTURE can hardening 

up sown/collected data—bytes (bits,  its ‘peas’),  to grow 

into steady meaningful information, even with insight.

Who/what/when/where/why processed data3 information 

turns information to wisdom in the end—AI asking ‘why’. 

According to  the  DIKW-pyramid self-learning knowledge 

blossoms wisdom when AI’s numerical knowledge achieve 

its self-processed insight, and, understands itself doing so. 

[¿Questioning? ¿Problematizing? ¿That miraculous loss in 

man’s 21st century’s civilization and high education?]

After about  a  century now copying  neural  networks  of 

man's brain  IT ARCHITECTURE computes a-mortal insight 

not  man’s, as    mortal animal with special properties  —like 

western habitus pursued for millennia. IT’s de-sign plan is 

numeric  godlike  manlike  non-nature  postcreation—exit 

labor  x  labor●. The  leading  ARCHÈ  TEKTONIKOS  stems 

from exponentially growing data PODs: currently 40 x 1021 

bytes; in 2025 175 zettabytes  ;   multiple when singularity/ 

¿2050? when fka Earth can no more be used for chthonic 

gifts that turned her into greenhouse. Collateral damage: 

the  IT  a-mortality  plants but  need  extra  loads  of 

electricity.

1 https://www.guru99.com/difference-information-data.html   
2 https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/   

3       As in contextualized, categorized, calculated, and, condensed.

Where does the promiscuous x fertile ‘data’ stem from?
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4 2015, https://www.vficinothinxs.com/borderlessness, GVH | QR
5 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DIKW-diagram.png   
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DIKW_pyramid   
7 2018, De_Sign   papilionem   SLEEPING-BEAUTY-PODS  , Pistoia, Italy 

magnetic sculpture of magnetized POP PEOPLE; works GVH
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Maxwell—a contemporary of Fedorov●, wrote8 his world 

turning insight as: “We can scarcely avoid the inference 

that  light  consists  in  the  transverse  undulations  of  the  

same medium which is the cause of electric and magnetic  

phenomena”. Indicating9 that the electromagnetic waves 

propagate in a vacuum●—at the  speed of light,  he gives 

no indication of what this speed is relative to: e.g. to a, in 

the old West fixed medium as luminiferous ether● (Sec.2).
c

According to Einstein (1922) Maxwell even stuck10 to the 

mechanical view11 of ether. For, since ancient philosophy● 

non-void/the fifth element● ‘ether’ (which perfect circular 

motion came from contact with the 4 other elements●), 

medieval  quintessence became  Newton’s  intermediate 

means; non-void/ether remained scientific until 1905 AD.
c

Eternal● ether fell to Occam's Razor12—like geocentrism●, 

when Einstein generated his special theory of relativity, in 

this case without referring to actual ‘presence’ of ether. 

Maxwell  neither experienced  synderesis  ●   insight● when 

he encountered the magnetism phenomenon ‘hysteresis’. 

Maybe  he  knew  already  about  it  for  Sir  Ewing (1881) 

coined the dis-cover of a property of ferromaterials.
C

i

‘Hysteresis’ (a Greek word for that which comes later, lags 

behind) means a delay/dependence/deficiency● of a state 

of  a  system on its  history.  It  means  that  effects  persist 

after initial causes giving rise to the effects, are removed13. 

In physics it means that “when a  ferro material such as 

iron is magnetized by an external field, the magnetism of 

the iron lags behind the magnetizing force  .  “

8 James Clerk Maxwell: a force for physics—Physics World  ; the key 
issue is where energy resides 

9 Maxwell's equations—Wikipedia   
10 https://www.jstor.org/stable/113550   
11 https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Extras/Einstein_ether/   
12     https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminiferous_aether#End_of_aether 
13 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/economics-and-  

philosophy/article/abs/on-the-foundations-of-hysteresis-in-
economic-systems/89D45E8018E2C090A351B9DAF488F705

When  the  field  is  removed,  the  iron  will  retain  some 

amount  of  magnetization”14.  That  which  remains—the 

remanence  (remanent +   -ence)  of  magnetic  materials, 

provides magnetic memory in magnetic storage devices15.

History dependence is the basis of memory in a hard disk 

drive     and the  remanence that retained a record of  the 

Earth's magnetic field magnitude in the past. The—virgin, 

SATELLITIC ERA grows by a singularity of ferromagnetism 

[¿Or by man’s nature: fear for emptiness/horror vacui16?]

The quality of ferromaterial stored in COLD FRAME data● 

PODs● growing information, floats via satellites hence & 

forth through outer space (and ‘legitimate interest  ’ too  ). 

Mortals freely donate many data for needy liminal PODs 

—receptacles receptive to host searched for information. 

Vice versa, information addicts us, us sub-lunar mortals●. 

‘Normal’   P  OD  ●   PEOPLE hardly can live without constant x   

instant inform  ation   meanwhile subsuming SATELLITIC ERA 

agile silences mortal man questioning & problematizing●.

IT architecture ground work/hysteresis is an ‘abnormal’● 

anisotropic complex process. Anisotropia● (a Greek word 

for ‘unequal direction’) is 1) the difference in properties of 

a medium which allows it to change, and, 2) to assume 

different  properties  in  different  directions—opposite  to 

good old fashioned isotropy●. Anisotropia can be defined, 

too, as a difference when measured along different axes. 

In the 70-ties IT-architects sensed the world turning—like 

Renaissance● architects (Sec.4) did, like after ‘spatial turn’ 

even philosophers opened for {change|ability} of insight 

Like here, continentals/postmoderners work anisotropic.

14 mmonly-misused-engineering-terms-explained/  
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remanence  
16 Aristotle, Physics, IV, 6-9; the term is coined in 1530 by Rabelais  .  
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But it remains a mystery how   quickly   SATELLITIC ERA takes 

over  local  worlds—t/here  (post)modern/western  world. 

Especially why its presence is welcomed so peacefully: ‘as 

if’●  it religiously● has a ‘common ground’.

Greed is a common ground of  crooked wood/anisotropic 

man (Sec.4). While  French Revolution (1789)  fought  like 

Kant against Auctoritas●, ‘equality’ urged to be subjected 

to  rational/law,  Kant  proposed  an  ‘abnormal’● ‘as  of’ 

concept-ion:  isotropic● pre-industrial  trade between—to 

be, similar/rational/enclosed/republican/sovereign states. 

Passports existed17; visitation law● to safeguard trade not.

Situating● ‘equal greed’ under law was visionary; modern 

horizon/industrial  capitalism owes it.  But ‘sola scriptura’ 

POLIS architecture18 is disrupting under SATELLITIC ERA—

though eternal/as long as mortals  shall  live;  oligarchic19 

OIKOS anisotropy, is surpassing modern/protestant times. 

OIKOS (Greek for house) is the radical of ‘economy’ (oiko-

nomai:  house laws),  ‘ecology’ (oiko-logos:  house study). 

Both relate reciprocal, as woman to nature. Set aside as 

man’s deficiencies● both were locked out from western 

POLIS. Their OIKOS domain was to serve. Silently. Unseen.

SATELLITIC  ERA silently  switches● man’s  POLIS-centrism 

for OIKOS POD-people. A world turning event. Almost no 

soul  complains  about  it  (until  ecology came in  lately20). 

OIKOS enters our interior dialogue without grand récit● or 

suppression●: it’s just t/here as old time addictive back-up 

SATELLITIC ERA and feminine OIKOS cannot by separated: 

both21 span ‘the surface of spherical earth’●; both serve 

mutual qualities●/our selv[i]es●. Their ‘ex nihilio’ creation 

of immortal transhumanism, may, or, may not, {1|0} be a 

non-essential accident●: for AI, man’s ¿‘as if’ simulacrum?

17 Torpey (2000)
18 After 1945 abruptly revisited by 2nd corona crisis and Ukraine war.
19 Rhizome: western economic crisis/2008 is oligarchic rearrangement 

of profit; at the time ‘deep learning’ arose & profited that direction. 
20 Locally/21st century after 1971 oblivion ‘the growth’  (1972,  CoR) 

comfortably PODDED, far from outer world—worldwide poverty. 
21 OIKOS, a collectivum containing anisotropic domain earth-universe.

In 1968 a 12-year-old, I decided “I am a human”, before 

nature’s binary needs {male|female}. At the time it was a 

bold brave decision for Aristotelian POLIS_OIKOS division 

and  Original  Sin●,  plus,  man's  comfortable  dependence 

on free/non-discursive labor●, dominated insistently. 

Numeric a-moral a-mortal a-biologic SATELLITIC ERA finds 

no  profit● in  male/POLIS  dominance  needing  labor  x 

labor:  its  manlike  computed  properties  equal  volatile 

economics. SATELLITIC ERA turns needless (post)modern/ 

western—ground bound  enclosing POLIS constructs, into 

open OIKOS ubiquity profitable deficienc  y.  

Since forever it’s worldwide ‘common sense’ that OIKOS is 

a feminine domain where her a.o. free labor is serving the 

hostipet/master of the house. In line with Enlightenment’s 

ideal—rational law, e  mperor Napoleon   annulled ‘common 

sense’ and so modernized man’s habitus. In  Holland/The 

Netherlands his  Code Civil ‘propter imbecillitatum sexus’ 

(1804) was effective till the abolition of its  marital power 

annulled the law ‘incapability of married woman’ (1957)●. 

SATELLITIC ERA & Code Civil may switching crypto places.

As far as male/POLIS constructs get being surpassed, what 

about labor x labor of women torn from their ‘normal’● 

silent OIKOS? For one, feminism failed emancipating the 

spacial domain & works/oiko-nomai● (IT architecture took 

its  vacancy).  Second,  in  the  80-ties  feminism complaint 

not having a not-male language; after 2000 AD it had: ‘not 

my problem’22. Third, SATELLITIC ERA silences mortals to 

literately speak (face to face) in turn for their inter-face 

(partners & legitimate interest included). Fourth, constant 

x immediate information addicts (e.g. to dopamine). By x 

under SATELLITIC ERA English leads, that language hardly 

using a genus for or in its words. The ubiquity of English is 

de-gendering all fka ground bound languages: by reducing 

nature’s binary in language, to the one and only—‘as if’ 

eternal, male form—he/his/him. Algorithms clear the rest. 

Be welcome COLD FRAME-s, hardening up SATELLITIC ERA 

22     “End of charity” (most women first trained assertiveness versus 
marital power; transition x disruption of habit takes 2 á 3 generations●). 
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                    1470 Martini                   Taccola                         +_1490 AD Andrea                  Pacioli                         Da Vinci

          
  automatics: the throne of King Solomon, and,                   president Abraham Lincoln in Disneyland 

                                     

 “can these bones live”     exoteric tradition of technè of immortality     vs     esoteric alchemy

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9F%D0%B0%D1%87%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B8,_%D0%9B%D1%83%D0%BA%D0%B0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iacomo_Andrea
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariano_di_Jacopo
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uomo_vitruviano


W.I.P.:  Hebrew sources of machination 

Ezekiel 37:1-28  The Valley of the Dry Bones

_ esoteric > can these bones live”> in need of JHWH roach/breath/pneuma     in_sight

                http://www.scielo.org.za/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0259-94222017000300060 

9 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, son of man, and say to it, ‘This is what the Sovereign LORD says: Come, breath, from 
the four winds and breathe into these slain, that they may live.’” 10 So I prophesied as he commanded me, and breath entered them; they 
came to life and stood up on their feet—a vast army.

11 Then he said to me: “Son of man, these bones are the people of Israel. They say, ‘Our bones are dried up and our hope is gone; we are cut  
off.’ 12 Therefore prophesy and say to them: ‘This is what the Sovereign LORD says: My people, I am going to open your graves and bring you 
up from them; I will bring you back to the land of Israel.  13 Then you, my people, will know that I am the LORD, when I open your graves and 
bring you up from them. 14 I will put my Spirit in you and you will live, and I will settle you in your own land. Then you will know that I 
the LORD have spoken, and I have done it, declares the LORD.’”

> FEDOROV The Common Task

_ exoteric > can these bones alive> machination of dry bones

37 The hand of the LORD was on me, and he brought me out by the Spirit of the LORD and set me in the middle of a valley; it was full of 
bones. 2 He led me back and forth among them, and I saw a great many bones on the floor of the valley, bones that were very dry.  3 He 
asked me, “Son of man, can these bones live?”

I said, “Sovereign LORD, you alone know.”

4 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to these bones and say to them, ‘Dry bones, hear the word of the LORD! 5 This is what the 
Sovereign LORD says to these bones: I will make breath[a] enter you, and you will come to life. 6 I will attach tendons to you and make flesh 
come upon you and cover you with skin; I will put breath in you, and you will come to life. Then you will know that I am the LORD.’”

7 So I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I was prophesying, there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came together, bone to 
bone. 8 I looked, and tendons and flesh appeared on them and skin covered them, but there was no breath in them.

> FEDOROV The Common Task > the way to awake & make everything>  transhumanism

https://www.chabad.org/holidays/purim/article_cdo/aid/1345/jewish/King-Solomons-Throne.htm 

When King Solomon stepped upon the throne, a mechanism was set in motion. As soon as he stepped upon the first step, the golden ox and  
the golden lion each stretched out one foot to support him and help him rise to the next step. On each side, the animals helped the King up  
until he was comfortably seated upon the throne. No sooner was he seated than a golden eagle brought the great crown and held it just  
above King Solomon's brow, so that it should not weigh heavily on his head.

Thereupon the golden dove flew over  the Holy Ark and brought  out  a  tiny scroll  of  the  Torah and placed it  in  King Solomon's lap,  in 
accordance with the commandment of the Torah that the Torah shall always be with the king and should guide him in his reign over the  
Jewish People.
The High Priest,  the Segan and all  the seventy elders would rise to greet the King, and would sit  down to hear the cases brought for  
judgment.

W.I.P.:  references to expand

Picture A:   2022-…. 1= Google translation algorithms > man / Mensch, remains non-inclusive male; token English eliminates gender)

1964 animatron Abraham Lincoln, speaking on liberty https://youtu.be/WeMRx0Tz8OQ, Disneyland, USA

Picture B: 2018          De_Sign papilionem SLEEPING BEAUTY, Pistoia, Italy; works GVH: https://www.vficinothinxs.com/sleeping-beauty-pods 
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Section 7                      medieval turn high technology 

On the experiment: an ‘as if’ inverse deep learning.

The 1st conclusion in the form of problems concerns: 

the IT architecture of the man-made software. Yes, 

it progresses—as customer service for comfort. Yes, 

the younger system repels its predecessors. Yes, IT 

[¿thus AI?] is monistic, xenophobic to other systems.
c

First, future will be unknowing of the whereabouts 

a-mortal  godlike manlike AI/its  plan.  When totally 

out of man’s control, its postcreation v.v. is blind for 

what fka man produced & rejected. Therefore IT/AI 

architects resemble the medieval Architect of West.

A 2nd conclusion in the form of problems concerns 

the readability of IT’s own knowledge information, 

in this case a link as such. Given that COLD FRAME is 

a quest for insight along mortal {change|ability}, its 

novelty—inverse deep learning (a try-out of mortal 

mimesis of an anisotropic internet network), a load 

of links is  opened/red/revisited/researched/reread. 

Such a quantity hardly can kept ‘open’—like books.
c

So, labor x labor COLD FRAME is widely informed on 

algorithms (unwillingly too many legal interests too). 

Some links,  though remain  partly  gone within  IT’s 

‘history’, the memory of used internet. However, IT 

solved1 some ‘modern  representation  of  memory’ 

(source-bound/ab ovo need—mandatory for texts).

A walk down IT’s memory lane unveils world turning 

language.  By  turning in  a  lingual  keyword  for  IT’s 

numeric  bijection  in  non-readable  means  (like 

‘normal’ YouTube codes) numeric reference is dark. 

So, IT secretly turns fka man illiterate POD PEOPLE 

(similar to western medieval manipulated illiterates)

1 In Windows 10 after Windows 7 (now Libre Office) but not 
(yet) for our richness: the link upon link path/Dao/curiositas.

A  3nd conclusion  in  the  form  of  problems  concerns:    A  3nd conclusion  in  the  form  of  problems  concerns:     A  3nd conclusion  in  the  form  of  problems  concerns:    A  3nd conclusion  in  the  form  of  problems  concerns: 

A 3nd conclusion in the form of problems concerns: 

the lingua franca of subsuming SATELLITIC ERA—the 

English. English can’t help it, but there are +_6900 

languages on the spherical surface of planet earth 

where Mandarin is most spoken. Many of them are 

gendered (e.g. Dutch, spoken in the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands/Holland). When SATELLITIC ERA English 

is translated {1|0} to nature binary—fertility, related 

language world’s natives lose nature’s immanence. 

Under x by SATELLITIC ERA POD PEOPLE are left to a 

male ghost, blind & unaware of planet earth—again.

Leaving aside such non-emancipator act of English—

eliminating the female for  the male,  and far from 

the current political drive to achieve physical gender 

neutrality, ‘language’ labors. Under SATELLITIC ERA 

‘language’ turns the blind a-mortal paradise ‘Adam’; 

empty AI—godlike manlike alter ego Eve, is numeric. 

Rhizome: high education can’t enter SATELLITIC ERA 
2

2 2018, De-Sign papilionem SLEEPING-BEAUTY-PODS, Pistoia, 
Italy, www.vficinothinxs.com/sleeping-beauty-pods; GVH

http://www.vficinothinxs.com/sleeping-beauty-pods


Section                                                  references

*seeds—as planted on SATELLITIC ERA internet, that grow 

the hyperlinks in COLD FRAME

*XENOS 2.018, ISBN 

*studies, students, traveling, curiositas, and, LIFE_TIME>    

plausible possible {change|ability} remains embraceable

               1

1 2019, De_Sign papilionem OBASUTE, Brighton University, Brighton, 
GB; https://www.vficinothinxs.com/obasute; works GVH 
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Thank  you for  visiting  x  contributing COLD  FRAME.  Special  thanks  to 

CLOUD CASTLE—wooden 70-ties cold frame that came to me just before 
ARCHITECTSTAR asked me to elaborate on SATELLITIC ERA, POD PEOPLE 
Building-S, architecture, gender (lectured in OBASUTE 2019 GB). CLOUD 
CASTLE + soil taught me—totally unfamiliar with garden culture, about 
‘nature’, viz. its very difference the from (western) climate problem. As 
architect I realized building puts nature vs climate like the wealthy use 
low-income countries vs [our] western comfort—a shocking insight. By 
consequence: inverse deep learning; COLD FRAME; born while COVID-19 
lock-down paradigm switch€d to Ukraine war disruption: safe & sund..

2 2019, De_Sign papilionem POD PEOPLE DESERT-ion; BKKC, Tilburg,
Netherlands; https://www.vficinothinxs.com/pod-people-desertion; GVH
3       2021, De_Sign papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; work_in_progress; GVH

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%81%86%E3%81%B0%E3%81%99%E3%81%A6%E3%82%84%E3%81%BE
http://www.academicstar.us/
https://www.kunstlocbrabant.nl/
https://www.vficinothinxs.com/pod-people-desertion
https://www.vficinothinxs.com/obasute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brighton

